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Abstrat
This doument desribes some preliminary results of the appliation of diret
volume visualization and realisti image synthesis tehniques in Computer Aided
Manufatoring (CAM) eld.
The nal goal is to analyze the use volume data representation and diret
volume visualization tehniques respetively as basi geometri element and
rendering method for numerial ontrol (NC) proess planning and simulation.
In partiular we want to study their appliation in the proess of human organs
repliation by rapid prototyping tehniques. Volume rendering tehniques will
be used to evaluate the geometri reonstrution of volumetri data (e. g.
parts of human body extrated from a CT san as the arotid arteries), in
order to obtain the best polygonal approximation of a dataset. The polygonal
model resulting from this evaluation stage will be used to drive its physial
reonstrution via rapid prototyping.
A volume rendering program, alled VolCastIA, is presented. VolCastIA is a
software enviroment built to evaluate the use of state of the art image synthesis
methods in the volume rendering ontext.
1 Introdution
The Volume Rendering eld gained high popularity in the last years. It oers
a way to inspet volumetri datasets without the need to preproess them by
geometri sampling tehniques (for example, the marhing ubes tehnique) that
an ause loss of information and evident reonstrution artifats.
The use of volumetri datasets representation as entral element in rapid
prototyping industrial appliations is beoming an interesting researh prob-
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lem. And it is also interesting to evaluate the use of volumetri dataset in the
industrial milling proess eld.
1.1 Volume rendering and rapid prototyping
Rapid prototyping teniques give the possibility to obtain a physial prototype
of a polygonal model. They are often used in the industrial eld, for example to
evaluate the harateristis of a new objet, before starting its mass prodution
and its launh on the market.
Furthermore, rapid prototyping an also be used to reonstrut parts of the
human body extrated from a CT san, for example in order to evaluate the
possibility to make a prothesis using the patient's dataset as a diret referene
model.
Sine the rapid prototyping proess is atually driven by geometri data,
it is important to build a robust system whih is able to produe an aurate
polygonal mesh from lassied or segmented voxels. For this reason the hybrid
photo-realisti visualization of polygonal and volumtri data is useful to eval-
uate and measure the dierenes between the original dataset and the derived
polygonal model to be produed by rapid prototyping devie.
1.2 Volume rendering and industrial milling proess
1.2.1 Current tehniques for milling proess simulation and visual-
ization
The urrent tehniques for the visualization and simulation of the industrial
milling proess are based on the \lassial" approah for every three-dimensional
visualization problem: using a polygonal model | that, in this eld, oers a
representation of the objet to be mahined.
The main problem of this approah is that the milling proess is oneptually
based on volume manipulations (i. e. the removal of parts from a solid blok
of material), while the polygonal representation is based on surfaes (i. e.
every objet is approximated with a mesh of polygons that represents its outer
surfae).
This disrepany auses a series of problem | rst of all, during the milling
proess planning and simulation: the transformations that the milling tool per-
forms on a solid objet must be simulated using geometri omputations based
on planes, rather than on volumes. This is a ompliated task, expeially re-
garding the hek of possible ollisions between the milling tool (that ould be
omposed by up to 5 artiulated axis) and the polygonal strutures of the ob-
jet to be milled. Furthermore, every alteration on the initial polygonal model
(aused by the milling proess itself) implies the alulation of a new polygonal
mesh, with various degrees of approximation and loss of preision.
The same problems an be found during the simple visualization of the
milling proess. In fat, this visualization must oer a way to understand some
fundamental information about the milling phases: for example, the amount
and onsisteny of the residual material, and the regions of the objets in whih
it is aumulated. This kind of information an be hardly represented using
lassial polygonal visualization tehiques, and the results are not satisfying,
both from the aesteti and informative point of view (see gure 1);
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Figure 1: Sreenshot from the Himill program for milling proess planning and
simulation, by Fidia S.p.A.. The oloured spots on the mahined objet repre-
sent the volume of residual material. This displaement of the spots does not
represent the real onsisteny of the residual material, but it is due to approx-
imations related to the polygonal visualization tehniques. More in detail, the
volume of the residual material is sampled in some zones of the objet, and
every sample is rendered with an appropriate olour (based on the volume on-
sisteny). There is no way to know (at least intuitively) the amount of residual
material in the zones of the objet that have not been sampled.
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1.2.2 Advantages and disadvantages in volume visualization teh-
niques
The volumetri representation of the objet to be mahined an solve a num-
ber of problems, sine the volume manipulations implied in the milling proess
are diretly represented by volumetri information (on whih volume rendering
operates).
During the milling proess planning and simulation, the alteration of the
initial volumetri model of the objet to be milled does not need approximations
or loss of preision: the same resolution is preserved during all the milling phases.
There are no ompliated polygonal strutures that an interat with the milling
tool | the mahined objet is represented with a disrete grid of values, and it
makes easier to detet possible paths for the tool and avoid ollisions.
Furthermore, during the milling proess visualization, volume rendering
tehniques make it easy to lassify dierent materials (e. g. nal objet and
residual material in the milling proess) with dierent visual properties. There
is no need to arbitrarily sample the mahined objet, in order to detet the
residual material information: this information is arried by the volumetri
data itself.
On the othe hand, volume manipulation and rendering is a umputationally
intensive task. In the past years, its appliation elds have been restrited by its
hardware requirements: fast and expensive proessors (or dediated hardware),
and high amounts of expensive memory were required to perform all the needed
omputations in a reasonable time. [17℄ [16℄ [1℄ [6℄ [15℄
Today, the low pries of omputer hardware (both for proessors and mem-
ory), and the researh progress in volume manipulation alghorithms, make it
possible to perform volume manipulations on
And one of the new appliation elds an be the industrial milling proess
simulation and visualization.
2 Researh goals
The primary goal of this study is the realisti visualization of the volumetri
dataset, both for geometrial reonstrution and milling proess evaluation. In
this ontext we are interested on high quality rendering of volumetri data and
its omparison with the geometrial representation in the format STL obtained
by the the geometri reonstrution algorithm.
In this kind of appliation, volumetri representation and photo realisti
image synthesis tehniques play a fundamental role: an aurate volume visu-
alization an ease the evaluation of a geometrially-reonstruted dataset to be
used for rapid prototyping. Furthermore, during the rapid protototing, and also
the milling proess, visualization, the operator needs to have a realisti preview
of the objet under manufatoring in order to evaluate the nal results.
However, studying the use of volume visualization in the rapid prototyping
and in industrial milling prodution proesses is a more ompliated task: photo-
realisti image rendering is not usually onsidered to be a primary goal for
volume visualization. In fat its appliations, mainly deriveved from the medial
eld, tend to enhane the dataset understanding, rather than the rendering
appearane, or the delity to the reonstrute objet [14℄.
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Of ourse the photorealisti volume rendering tehniques that will be stud-
ied and developed during the researh will need, in a seond phase, to be om-
pared with the state-of-the-art polygonal geometri representations and ren-
dering tehniques urrently used in layer-by-layer manufatoring algorithm ur-
rently used in rapid prototyping setup and also in milling ontrol simulation
programs.
As an advaned objetive of this reaseah will be the development of new
rapid prototyping and milling proess planning strategies, that an be made
possible the use of volumetri representation for rapid prototyping proess itself.
3 The volume rendering pipeline
Volume visualization enompasses both multidimensional image synthesys and
multidimensional image proessing. It provides for the analysis and understand-
ing of 3D volumetri sanned or experimental data. The Volume Visualization
pipeline takes in input the geometri model and produes as output a 2D shaded
projetion piture.
In order to identify the volume visualization tehniques usable for photo
realisti volume rendering appliation, it is neessary to haraterize eah stage
of the volume visualization pipeline.
An introdution of the pipeline an be found in [7℄ and [14℄. In this setion we
introdue the Kaufman nomenlature and we give on overview of the main stages
of the pipeline. We are interested a photo realisti hybrid volume rendering
system i.e. a framework whih is able to produe 2D pitures whih ombine
together 3D volumetri data and surfaes of geometri objets.
3.1 Voxelization stage
The rst stage of the pipeline is the voxelization of the geometri model (for
example the 3D solid to be milled) where we ompute the 3D voxel volume (a
digital and disrete representation of the objet). The primary goal of the vox-
elization of geometri models (3D san-onverting) is to devise a framework for
disrete spae that is a lose analog of ontinuous spae. The digital represen-
tation has to onrm the delity and onnetivity requirements. For example,
a digital surfae formed by voxelization has a \thikness" haraterized by the
absene of tunnels or holes of a ertain onnetivity.
3.2 Manipulation stage
One the 3D voxel image has been reontruted (voxelized) or aquired by a
sanner apparata as a CT and MRI disposal (in this ase the voxelization stage
is substitutes by the aquisition, enhanement and reonstrution stages), it is
then 3D enhaned by 3D image-proessing tehniques (suh as median lter-
ing or non linear rank order to redue the stairase artifat) in the manipulation
of volumetri data stage. The manipulation stage also inlude geometri trans-
formation.
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3.3 Classiation stage
Then we meet the lassiation stage. The stage is either a thresholding step
or a material lassiation step. Tresholding is used primarly in the surfae-
rendering approah, in whih a density value of the interfae between two ma-
terials is seleted. All value below it are assoiated a \0" (transparent, white)
value, while all those above are set to \1". For volume rendering, non binary
material lassiation is performed at the lassiation stage of the pipeline.
In general the problem of lassifyng voxel in a dataset that ontains multiple
material is diÆult. Classiation for volume rendering may assign suh optial
properties as light attenuation (e.g. opaity level) and brightness (e.g. olor,
emission) to eah voxel in the dataset. The attenuation and brightness value
are assigned on the basis of the voxel value (e.g. density), the perentuage of
material prensent in the voxel, the position of the voxel, the knowledge about
the material (e.g. bone, tissue, or fat in CT data). Dierent lassiers require
dierent kind of remdering algorithms and result in dierent kind of images.
3.4 Mapping stage
At the and of the lassiation stage, the data reahes the Mapping stage.
It maps the 3D voxel data into geometri or display primitives. Regardless the
origin of the dataset, it an be stored, manipulated, and displayed using a variaty
of display primitives. Although volume visualization fouses on 3D primitives,
the volume visualizer may apitalize on the advanteges of the more traditional,
lower dimensional primitives, to represent and visualize the variour aspets of
the same dataset. The hoie of the display primitive depends on whether
volume rendering, surfae rendering or hybrid rendering is used. There are
several tehniques for extrating the display primitive from the volume dataset.
These inlude: the uberille model, a surfae traking algorithm that ollet
the exterior voxel faes, a very ne polygonal mesh generated by the marhing
ubes algorithm, a loud of points. There are also many data strutures, losely
related to the display primitives, that an be used to represent dataset. These
inlude spatial enumeration using voxel matrix, a sparse voxel matrix, or a
at voxel matrix, ell deomposition as in otrees, run-lenht enoding, surfaes
of the objets, primitive instaning, onstrutive solid geometry and boundary
models.
3.5 Viewing stage
One the display primitive are generated they are projeted to form a 2D sreen
image by the volume viewing stage. The projetion algorithm depends heav-
ily on the display primitive generated at the mapping stage and on whether
volume rendering or surfae rendering is used. Conventional viewing algorithm
and geometry engines an be exploided to display onventional geometri prim-
itive. However, when volume primitives are displayed diretly, a speial volume
rendering algorithm is used. This algorithm aptures the ontents of the voxels
outside as well as inside the volume being visualized. There are various algo-
rithms used to reate a 2D projetion from the 3D volumetri dataset using
volume rendering. Between them we are interested to forward (iamge-order)
projetion algorithms, where for eah pixel the vopxel ontribution for that
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pixel is gathered from the voxel spae. The voxel spatial oupany an be rep-
resented by binary (objet/bakground) funtion or by a gradued (multivalued,
perentuage) funtion. In the latter ategory, the multivalued funtion may be
lassied as representing a partial overage, variable densities, and/or graded
opaities. Binary lassiation manifests itself as visual artifat in the displayed
image. In ontrast, teh graded funtion approah uses a lassiation in partial
opaity, olor, instead of binary lassiatio. The resulting oored transluemt
gel is then projeted by arefully resampling and ompositing all the voxels along
a projetion ray to form the orresponding pixel. This approah generates high
quality rendering and it is the fous of this reaserah.
3.6 Shading stage
The nal stage of the volume visualization pipeline is the shading stage of the
2D projetion. Conventional shading tehniques an be used when geometri
primitives are the display primitives. Otherwise, a speial volume (disrete)
shading tehnique, in whih the displayed surfae gradient is reovered from
the volume data itself, is used. The ultimate goal of the volume shading is to
provide a 2D image that is prativally indistiagshible from a photograph of the
real objet but retains all its minute details whih may be of great sienti
or medial value. Unlike shading of geometri objets, where the normals are
alulated diretly from the geometri information, in volume shading these
normals are not available and have to be reovered from the volume data are
onerned in this issue.
4 VolCastIA framework
The highest understanding of the visualized volume is here ahieved by oering
a realisti representation of the volume itself | and here omes the neessity to
explore various volume rendering tehniques, in order to reah the best photo
realisti results. In this setion we onentrate our eorts in the follwing stages:
1. lassiation and mapping stages:
(a) gradient alulation;
(b) opaities lassiation;
() materials lassiation;
2. viewing and shading stages:
(a) gradient interpolation;
(b) opaities interpolation;
() olors/materials interpolation;
(d) ray projetion (parallel, perspetive);
(e) ray proessing (interpolation methods, depth ueing, maximum in-
tensity projetion, et.).
Main algorithms whih haraterize eah stage have been implemented in
VolCastIA in order to evaluate their inuene in the generation of nal image.
The most important algorithms are presented in the next setions.
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4.1 Gradient estimation
The gradient alulation method determines the shading appearene (see 3.3 3.6)
of the nal model (whih has got a great inuene in the rendering appearene),
and, in some ases, it inuenes the opaities lassiation phase.
To desribing gradient estimation algorithms that we have implemented in
VolCastIA we use the following notation :
 f(x; y; z) is the voxel value at position (x; y; z);
 rf(x; y; z) is the gradient vetor for the voxel (x; y; z);
 rf(x; y; z)
x
, rf(x; y; z)
y
and rf(x; y; z)
z
are the omponents of the gra-
dient for the voxel (x; y; z);
 krf(x; y; z)k is the gradient eulidean norma for the voxel (x; y; z), nor-
malized to be 0  krf(x; y; z)k  1. Thus, given rf the maximum
gradient lenght found in a volumetri dataset, we have:
krf(x; y; z)k =
q
rf(x; y; z)
2
x
+rf(x; y; z)
2
y
+rf(x; y; z)
2
z
rf
Given previous notation, the gradient omponents may be alulated by:
 Central dierene;
 Intermediate dierene;
 Sobel estimator.
Next paragrafs disuss eah tehnique.
4.1.1 Central dierene
The entral dierene is one of the most ommon gradient operators and it is
used by Mar Levoy in [11℄, and it is also implemented in VolCastIA.
rf(x; y; z)
x
=
1
2
(f(x  1; y; z)  f(x+ 1; y; z))
rf(x; y; z)
y
=
1
2
(f(x; y   1; z)  f(x; y + 1; z))
rf(x; y; z)
z
=
1
2
(f(x; y; z   1)  f(x; y; z + 1))
Hene, its onvolution kernel is:

 
1
2
0
1
2

Figure 2 reports a rendering that uses this method.
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Figure 2: Zoom on a detail of an im-
age rendered with the entral dierene
gradient alulation method.
Figure 3: Zoom on a detail of an im-
age rendered with the intermediate dif-
ferene gradient alulation method. It
is possible to observe that the image is
more detailed than gure 2, but it is also
less smooth.
4.1.2 Intermediate dierene
This is a simple gradient operator, similar to the entral dierene method. The
voxel referened, where the gradient is alulated, is used in the omputation.
rf(x; y; z)
x
= f(x; y; z)  f(x+ 1; y; z)
rf(x; y; z)
y
= f(x; y; z)  f(x; y + 1; z)
rf(x; y; z)
z
= f(x; y; z)  f(x; y; z + 1)
Its onvolution kernel is:

 1 1

The main advantages of the intermediate dierene operator are its sim-
pliity (it requires only a few alulations), and its sensibility (this gradient
estimator an pereive very rapid voxel values hanges, and so it an show a
number of thiny details in the nal image). On the other hand, the rendering
result is aften very rough, sine the gradient vetors an show very frequent
(and sometimes unpleasant) hanges in their diretion and intensity.
Figure 3 reports an image rendered using the intermediate dierene konvo-
lution kernel.
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Figure 4: Zoom on a detail of an image
rendered with the sobel gradient alu-
lation method. This image is more vi-
sually pleasant than the ones in gures
2 and 3, at the prie of a loss of detail
due to the high interpolation.
4.1.3 Sobel estimator
The Sobel operator onvolution kernel (for the z diretion) is:
2
4
 2 0 2
 3 0 3
 2 0 2
3
5
(for x =  1)
2
4
 3 0 3
 6 0 6
 3 0 3
3
5
(for x = 0)
2
4
 2 0 2
 3 0 3
 3 0 3
3
5
(for x = 1)
In order to alulate the gradient for a given voxel, this operator uses all the
26 voxels in its neighborhood. This determines a very good gradient estimation,
but also a heavy load due to the large number of mathematial operations needed
to omplete the operation, and also an eet of \blurring" on the nal image,
due to the high level of interpolation on the gradient values.
Figure 4 reports a rendering that uses this method.
4.2 Transfer funtions
In order to assign a olour or an opaity to one or more voxel values, it is
neessary to dene a transfer funtion that, using that value, determines other
harateristis (e. g. olour, opaity, reetane, roughness...).
For this task, atually VolCastIA relies on the program user, that reates
a onguration le ontaining the proper assoiations between isovalues and
material/opaities.
An interesting option would be the possibility to help the user in this phase
| i. e. giving some sort of automation that, after the analysis of the volumetri
dataset, denes one or more transfer funtions suitable for viewing the most
interesting information of that dataset.
Various examples of this tehnique, with dierent approahes, an be found
in [4℄, [5℄ and [8℄.
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4.3 Opaities lassiation
The variation of the value opaity in the rendered model is a method to hide
unessential information on the nal image, or to enhane its important details
(see 3.3).
In VolCastIA opaities lassiation stage is omputed by using an external
data le whih store, in tables, the opaity value 
v
assoiated with the isovalue
f
v
, both dened by the user.
Dierent opaities lassiation alghoritms are available in VolCastIA to
ompute the opaity value of eah voxel. Next paragraphs desribe methods
and parameters that determine the quality of the nal image.
4.3.1 Linear opaities lassiation
This method is quite simple, and it has been inspired by Drebin, Carpenter and
Hanrahan works [3℄. Essentially, every voxel is assigned with the opaity of the
isovalue it belongs to. The voxels between two isovalues are assigned with an
opaity derived from the linear interpolation of the opaities of the isovalues at
bounds | and this interpolation is inuened by a parameter 0  p
v
 1.
Given two isovalues f
v
n
and f
v
n+1
, with their respetive opaities 
v
n
and

v
n+1
, and given a \transition value" t
v
n
= f
v
n
+ p
v
n
(f
v
n+1
  f
v
n
) (whih de-
termines the beginning of the linear interpolation between the isovalues), the
opaity (x; y; z) for the voxel at position (x, y, z) is given by:
(x; y; z) =
8
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
:

v
n
if f
v
n
 f(x; y; z) < t
v
n

v
n+1

f(x;y;z) t
v
n
f
v
n+1
 f
v
n

+

v
n

f
v
n+1
 f(x;y;z)
f
v
n+1
 f
v
n

if t
v
n
 f(x; y; z) < f
v
n+1
0 otherwise
This lassiation method is quite diret, and learly it shows the volume
onsistenies of the various regions inside a volume dataset. It works well when
every voxel in the dataset is adjaent to other voxels belonging to the same
isovalue, or to the adjaent ones (i. e. if f
v
n
 f(x; y; z) < t
v
n
, then t
v
n 1

f(x1; y1; z1) < f
v
n+1
). Anyway, its behaviour must be ompletely driven
\by hand" (via the f
v
and p
v
parameters), and there are no optimizations for
the enhanement of ertain types of information (apart the volume onsisteny
itself).
An image rendered using this method is shown in gure 5.
The next opaities lassiation methods oer some ways to extrat more
detailed strutural informations from the volume data.
4.3.2 Isovalues ontour surfaes lassiation
This method has been desribed by Mar Levoy in [11℄. It has been implemented
(slightly modied) in VolCastIA. Given an isovalue f
v
and its related opaity

v
, the opaity for the voxel at position (x; y; z) will be 
v
when f(x; y; z) = f
v
and rf(x; y; z) = 0. For the voxels whose values are dierent from f
v
, the
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Figure 5: Image rendered using the lin-
ear opaities lassiation method. It
is possible to observe the volume of the
tissue (that has been made more trans-
parent than the bone).
Figure 6: Image rendered using the
region boundary opaities lassiation
method. The volume of the tissue is al-
most disappeared, while the sourfaes of
the boundary regions between two dif-
ferent materials are enhaned.
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opaity will fall o at a rate whih is proportional to the dierene between f
v
and f(x; y; z), and inversely proportional to krf(x; y; z)k.
The related expression is:
(x; y; z) = 
v
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
:
1 if krf(x; y; z)k = 0 ^ f(x; y; z) = f
v
1 
1
r
v



f
v
 f(x;y;z)
krf(x;y;z)k



if krf(x; y; z)k > 0 ^
f(x; y; z)  r
v
krf(x; y; z)k  f
v

f(x; y; z) + r
v
krf(x; y; z)k
0 otherwise
The r
v
parameter represents the thikness of the transition from the f
v
isovalue, and inuenes the rate of the opaity falling o.
When more than one isovalue has to be rendered, the above expression is
applied separately to eah element, and the results are then ombined. Given
various isovalues f
v
n
; 1  n  N;n 2 , with their respetive opaities 
v
n
and
transition thiknesses r
v
n
, the total opaity for a voxel at position (x; y; z) is
given by:

tot
(x; y; z) = 1 
N
Y
n=1
(1  
n
(x; y; z))
Where 
n
(x; y; z) has been alulated with the previous expression, for every
isovalue.
This lassiation method is partiularly useful when the rendering is foal-
ized to the struture of one or more omogeneous regions of the volume dataset.
The zones in whih the voxel values are onstant (i. e. krf(x; y; z)k = 0) and
equal to an isovalue are rendered with their full opaity, while transition regions
(i. e. krf(x; y; z)k > 0) are rendered with an opaity inversely proportional to
the speed of the transition itself. This lassiation enhanes the understanding
of some types of dataset, suh as the ones derived by eletron density maps [11℄,
or, as we will see later, derived from the disretization of a geometri funtion.
4.3.3 Region boundary sourfaes lassiation
Mar Levoy desribed this lassiation algorithm in [11℄. It has been imple-
mented (slightly modied) in VolCastIA. This method has been developed for
the rendering of human body CT datasets.
Human tissues are quite homogeneous, and, for simpliity, it is possible to
assume that, in a given volume, every one of them touhes at most two other
types, whih are expressed in the CT dataset with dierent values. Given this
assumption, it is possible to implement an opaities lassiation method that,
instead of the regions of a dataset belonging to one or more isovalues, enhanes
the surfaes at the boundary of the isovalues themselves. It oers to physiians
a better understanding of a CT dataset, sine they are often more interested in
the tissues boundary regions, rather than in the internal tissues (that ould be
an obstale for a lear visualization).
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Figure 7: Rendering of a CT san of a
patient with a heekbone frature.
Figure 8: Rendering of a CT san of the
head of a adaver. The beams projet-
ing from the mouth are an artifat in
the dataset, and are due to dental ll-
ings sattering X-rays.
In order to remove internal tissue lassiation, it is possible to make the vox-
els opaities (x; y; z) linearly proportional to the gradient magnitude krf(x; y; z)k.
This way, the internal tissue (where krf(x; y; z)k ! 0) are rendered as (almost)
ompletely transparent.
Given two isovalues f
v
n
and f
v
n+1
, with their respetive opaities 
v
n
and

v
n+1
, the opaity for a voxel at position (x; y; z) is given by:
(x; y; z) =
krf(x; y; z)k
h
8
>
>
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
>
>
:

v
n+1

f(x;y;z) f
v
n
f
v
n+1
 f
v
n

+

v
n

f
v
n+1
 f(x;y;z)
f
v
n+1
 f
v
n

if f
v
n
 f(x; y; z)  f
v
n+1
0 otherwise
In this expression, h 2 <
+
is a parameter used to make the
krf(x;y;z)k
h
fration tend more rapidly to 1 (or 0), thus modifying the gradient magnitude
inuene on the algorithm \expanding" and highlighting (or \shrinking" and
attenuating) the surfaes deteted at the isovalues boundary regions. After
applying the above expression, the values of (x; y; z) greater than 1 will be set
to 1.
In gures 7 and 8 it is possible to observe the renderings of two medial
datasets, using the region boundary sourfaes lassiation. Furthermore, in
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gure 6 is shown the same dataset of gure 5, with dierent opaities lassia-
tion method.
4.4 Materials lassiation
In this phase of the volume rendering pipeline every voxel value is assigned with
a perentuage of one or more materials, that will be used to determine the nal
olour of the voxel when it will be used for the sampling of view rays.
Currently, only one materials lassiation method is implemented in Vol-
CastIA
Linear materials lassiation
Like the linear opaities lassiation method seen above, this algorithm has
been inspired by Drebin, Carpenter and Hanrahan'sworks [3℄ works, and basi-
ally works the same way (it is inluened by the same p
v
parameter).
Given two isovalues f
v
n
and f
v
n+1
, with their assigned materials m
v
n
and
m
v
n+1
(with their olours 
v
n
and 
v
n+1
), and given a \transition value" t
v
n
=
f
v
n
+ p
v
n
(f
v
n+1
  f
v
n
) (the same seen before), the olour (x; y; z) for the voxel
at position (x, y, z) is given by:
(x; y; z) =
8
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
:

v
n
if f
v
n
 f(x; y; z) < t
v
n

v
n+1

f(x;y;z) t
v
n
f
v
n+1
 f
v
n

+

v
n

f
v
n+1
 f(x;y;z)
f
v
n+1
 f
v
n

if t
v
n
 f(x; y; z) < f
v
n+1
0 otherwise
4.5 Ray proessing
Various kind of proessing of the data aquired during the ray volume traversal
oer the possibility to obtain dierent results on the nal image.
4.6 Depth ueing
The human pereption of depth in three-dimensional senes is mostly based on
the visual fous | that enhanes the foreground objets ontours, while blurring
the bakground ones.
A similar help to the understanding of the depth of a three-dimensional
dataset (and, more in general, of every omputer-synthesized three-dimensional
objet) an be ahieved by applying the depth-ueing eet: that means, making
the bakground objets darker than the foreground ones, simulating the presene
of a uniform light-absorbing fog.
4.7 Interpolation methods
Various interpolation methods have been implemented in order to assign a value
to every ray sample, based on the values of the adjaent voxels. These methods
are explained in the \Interpolation methods" setion.
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4.8 Maximum Intensity Projetion
This volume rendering tehnique is based on visualizing only the sample with
the greater value found by the ray during volume traversal [10℄. Even if this
tehnique is not stritly related to the realisti representation of a volume, it
ould be useful to give more information about the rendered dataset.
4.9 Sum projetion
This method is based on the visualization of the sum of all the values sampled
during ray traversal, with a visual eet similar to the one given by a X-ray
image.
4.10 Interpolation methods
Every sample of every ray shot in the volumetri dataset has to be omputed by
interpolating various information (i. e. opaities and materials/olours) arried
by the adjaent voxels. This interpolation may be performed using various
tehniques, that usually give a more realisti result at the prie of an inreased
omputational omplexity.
4.11 Parallel and perspetive rendering
The dierene between parallel and perspetive volume rendering is usually a
matter of performane vs. realism: perspetive volume rendering oers the
maximum image understanding, while the parallel rendering, at the prie of a
slightly pereptible loss of proportion in the represented objet, oerse various
methods to enhane the rendering speed, by using data aess patterns that
exploit ahe ohereny [13℄.
InVolCastIA, no parallel rendering optimization alghoritms have been imple-
mented | and the possibility to obtain parallel rendering has been implemented
in order to evaluate the pereptible dierenes between these two methods.
4.12 Colour spaes
In order to reah the maximum realism in volume visualization, the VolCastIA
rendering pipeline has been extended with the possibility to ompute the nal
image olours using various olor spaes: ommon RGB, CIE-xyz, CIE-luv,
and diret olor spetrum analysis and interpolation. The dierenes in terms
of rendering realism and speed have been evaluated, in order to obtain the
maximum image delity (obtained by using a olourspae that follows the human
visual sistem response to olours variations [2℄), but also to hoose an optimal
trade-o between these two aspets.
4.13 Hybrid rendering of volumetri and geometri data
The study of volume rendering CAD/CAM and rapid prototyping appliations
requires to evaluate the dierenes with geometri rendering, both in terms of
visual appearene, and objets representation preision.
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Figure 9: A CSG one rendered with
various olumetri datasets: the salar
elds of a sphere, a oni and a
torus. The salar elds have been las-
sied with the isosurfaes lassiation
method, in order to enhane the vox-
els near a speied isovalue, thus ap-
proximating the original urve (e. g.
x
2
+ y
2
+ z
2
= 0:5 for the sphere).
In this phase, it is neessary to visualize geometri and volumetri data, in
order to examine the possibility to represent both in a CAD/CAM or rapid pro-
totyping planning program (sine geometri objets ould be useful to enhane
the graphial feedbak), and to evaluate the rendering preision (e. g. mea-
suring the dierenes between a geometrially generated sphere and its voxel
representation) (gure 10).
For this pourpose, it has been implemented a method inspired by [12℄, adding
to VolCastIA some of the harateristis of a CSG program developed internally
by CRS4 (RayastCSG). In gure 9 it is possible to observe the rendering of a
CSG one rendered with a volumetri dataset, and in gure 10 is shown a detail
of the one vertex.
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